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Novel Parametric PET Image Quantification using
Texture and Shape Analysis
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Abstract- Kinetic parameter estimation at the individual voxel
level has the powerful ability to represent both spatial
distributions and quantitative physiological parameters of
interest. In practice, parametric images are commonly quantified
by computing mean values for specified ROIs. Nonetheless, the
mean operator vastly oversimplifies the available spatial uptake
information. It may be hypothesized that a given tracer will
exhibit increasingly differential or heterogeneous uptake due to
disease: subsequently, we have implemented and explored a
comprehensive texture and shape analysis framework wherein
extensive information is generated from parametric PET images,
through: (1) 3D moment invariants analysis, (2) intensity
histogram analysis, (3) gray-level spatial-dependence (GLSD)
analysis, and (4) neighborhood gray tone difference (NGTD)
analysis. In the present work, we applied this approach to
imaging of llC-DPA-713, a novel PET ligand with high binding
to
the translocator
protein
(TSPO),
a
marker
of
neuroinflammation. In particular, for tracers such as DPA with
relatively wide-spread uptake, where a reliable reference tissue
does not exist, quantification of heterogeneity may provide
additional valuable information. Our center has been the first to
perform DPA PET studies in humans, and is gathering a large
collection of PET studies; e.g. subjects with systemic lupus
erythematosus (SLE), traumatic brain injury (TBI; former NFL
players), along with young and elderly controls. Our preliminary
analysis has revealed that, compared to conventional mean ROI
analysis, a number of metrics in the proposed framework yield
enhanced discrimination (as measured using AVC) between
patients vs. controls in a range of ROIs, in TBI as well as SLE vs.
controls, consistent with increased heterogeneity of uptake with
disease, though in the case of SLE this can be, at least partly,
attributed to changes in ROI shapes. Overall, the proposed
framework has the potential to bring about a new quantification
paradigm in parametric imaging.

I. INTRODUCTION
Dynamic PET imaging provides the ability to extract
important physiological and biochemical parameters of
interest [1]. Kinetic parameters are commonly estimated from
time-activity curves from each region-of-interest (ROI) [2].
This approach can also be applied at the individual voxel
level, leading to parametric images: these images are in
practice quantitatively summarized by computing mean values
for specified ROIs. An observation serving as the premise of
the present work is that the mean operator vastly

oversimplifies the available spatial uptake information. Here
we have implemented a comprehensive texture and shape
analysis framework wherein more extensive information is
generated from parametric PET images, potentially leading to
enhanced ability to discriminate among different populations
and tasks. This approach has an analogue in studies of tumor
heterogeneity (as induced by regional variations in
proliferation, cell death, vascular structure, etc.)[3] whereby a
nwnber of recent FDG PET studies indicated enhanced
prediction of patient outcome [4] and therapeutic response [5,
6] based upon such quantification. OUf proposed framework
promises to aid studies involving radiotracers hypothesized to
exhibit intra-regional heterogeneity and/or shape changes due
to disease. In particular, for radiotracers with widely
distributed uptake where a reliable reference tissue may not
exist, quantification of heterogeneity may provide additional
valuable information.
II. METHODS
Our comprehensive framework consists of four general
analytic schemes, which we elaborate next.

A. Analysis using 3D moment invariants (3D-MIs)
We have used 3D-MIs to characterize ROI spatial
distributions. MIs are mathematical spatial descriptors
designed to be invariant to scaling, translation and rotation,
with extensive use in a number of areas including pattern
recognition [7], and with recent in an tMRI study to assess
spatial characteristics of voxel-based statistics [8]. We have
recently demonstrated (i) significant shape differences in
striatal ROI PET uptake between healthy controls and patients
with Parkinson's disease (PD) imaged using pre-synaptic and
post-synaptic radiotracers [9], and (ii) significant correlation
of PD disease severity with shape (and change in shape upon
administration of stimulant) [9, 10]. Here we apply second
order J" J], J3, Q and third-order B3 3D-MIs [8, 11, 12] to
'
quantify ROI PET uptake. We also apply these to ROI
definitions wherein values within the ROI are set to 1 (and 0
otherwise) to assess anatomic shape differences (e.g. due to
atrophy) between subject populations, which could provide
further quantitative information and study confounding
impacts of the partial volume effect (PVE).
B.
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Analysis of intensity histograms

One approach to assess within-ROI heterogeneity is to
analyze first-order statistics via the intensity histogram;

, In fact,
separately.
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standard deviation (std), skewness and kurtosis of the
distribution are generated (in addition to %std relative to mean
uptake). One may also perform cumulative histogram analysis
leading to the intensity-volume histogram [6], a decreasing
function of intensity 1 that we represent as:
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which quantifies the fraction of all voxels i (relative to the
entire ROI of size N) that have values fi at least as small as 1.
One can then define Ix such that V RO{ (l J

=

x% . We also

defme Vx as the fraction of volume containing at least x% of
the maximum intensity in the ROI. One can then similarly
define such differential metrics as 110-90

= 110 - 190

and

VSO-90 = Vso - V90 to quantify heterogeneity in the overall

histogram. Nonetheless, a shortcoming of histogram analysis
is that it is global and does not quantify local variations in
uptake.
C.

range of radiotracers, to assess differential or heterogeneous
uptake with (and within) disease. A compound we have
ll
studied is C-DPA-713, a novel PET ligand with high binding
to the translocator protein (TSPO), a marker of
II
neurointlammation. We performed the initial
C-DPA-713
PET studies in humans [21], and are gathering a large
collection of such studies on subjects with a wide variety of
neurointlammatory illnesses, along with young and elderly
controls. We have preliminarily evaluated the following
subject sets: 5 with systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE) vs. 10
controls, and 5 with traumatic brain injury (TBI) vs. 3
controls.

A.

It is useful to pose our quantification problem as a
discrimination task: a simple FOM for the discriminatory
value of a given metric is the distance between the two subject
classes (with respective means m{,m2 and standard deviations
(J],(J2 ), represented as the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR):

SNR

Gray-level spatial-dependence (GLSD) analysis

The GLSD matrix, more commonly known as the co
occurrence matrix [13], estimates the second order joint
conditional probability density function that two voxels
separated along a certain direction by a certain distance have
respective (discretized) gray levels i and j. Based on the co
occurrence matrix, a number of so-called Haralick texture
measures may be computed; we considered twelve measures
[13, 14]: (1) energy, (2) entropy, (3) correlation, (4) contrast
(also known as inertia [15, 16]), (5) variance, (6) sum mean,
(7) agreement [17] (also known as Cohen's [18] K-statistic),
(8) cluster shade, (9) cluster tendency (or prominence), (10)
homogeneity, (11) max probability, and (12) inverse variance.
A comparable, computationally more feasible formulation to
the co-occurrence matrix utilizes gray-level difference
statistics (GLDS) [19]. Here we computed the co-occurrence
matrix using a combination of 13 directions (3D
neighborhood) and four distances of 1, 2, 3 and 4 voxels.

D. Neighborhood gray tone difference (NGTD) analysis
The abovementioned formulation can be relatively complex
due to having a number of free variables (direction, distance)
and the two-dimensionality of the co-occurrence matrix. An
alternative formulation [20] is to generate the NGTD vector:
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Moreover, under assumption of normal distribution, the area
under the ROC curve (AUC) can be extracted from the SNR
according to [22]:
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where er/O is the error function defmed by:
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Results and discussion

Compared to standard metrics of mean distribution volume
(DV) and DV ratio (DVR; where caudate was used as the
reference tissue), a number of metrics in the proposed
framework yielded considerably enhanced discrimination (as
measured using AUC) between patients vs. controls in a range
of ROIs. The results are depicted for TBI vs. controls in Table
1 and for SLE vs. controls in Table II, and are consistent with
increased heterogeneity of uptake with disease.

where N; is the set of all voxels with gray level i, and Ai is the
average gray-tone over a neighborhood (26 voxels in 3D in
this work) centered around the voxel. We observed that sri)
needed to be normalized to ROI size to avoid confounding due
to varying ROI sizes among patients. Next, five textural
features, corresponding to visual properties of texture [20],
were computed: (1) coarseness, (2) contrast, (3) busyness, (4)
complexity, and (5) strength.
III. APPLICAnON TO PET STUDIES
We plan to apply the abovementioned framework to a wide
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Table I: Ave
values (TBI
vs. controls)

Mean
DVR

Hist.
std

Hist.
skewness

Hist.
kurtosis

V50-90

Pons

0.657

0.971

0.994

0.989

0.850

Cereb.
peduncles

0.689

0.963

0.998

0.992

0.887

Putamen

0.637

0.972

1.00

0.999

0.995

Caudate

-

0.958

0.996

0.992

0.599

Parietal Cx

0.712

0.999

0.981

0.915

0.984

Table II: AVe
values (SLE vs.
controls)

Mean
DV

Table III: AVe
values (SLE vs.
controls)

NGTD
Contrast

Pons

0.857

0.966

Midbrain

0.852

0.990

Cereb. peduncles

0.780

0.966

Thalamus

0.837

0.943

Hippocampus

0.821

0.910

Frontal Cx

0.859

0.993

Post-cingul. Cx

0.741

0.829

Fig. 1 provides a clear depiction of the improved separation
between SLE patients vs. controls (frontal cortex) using the
alternative formulation, as opposed to mean DV analysis.
Notably for SLE studies, as shown in Table III, our 3D-MI
analysis also revealed quantitative J" Jb J3, and Q shape
between the same ROIs as initially shown Table II. In fact,
even when the PET values were set to unity within the ROIs,
significantly different metrics were obtained (not shown),
revealing different anatomical shapes between the two groups.
This finding has raised the interesting question of whether
vascular disease in these patients has an anatomic impact,
which is an example of how the proposed framework can
impact research.
This finding also leads one to attribute, at least partially, the
improved AVC performance in Table II to modified/increased
PVE; in such a scenario, PVE actually aids the discrimination
capability (particularly using the NGTD contrast feature,
which emphasizes both local heterogeneity and global range
of uptake values) as it leads to increases apparent
heterogeneity. Analogous observations of improved FDG PET
tumor response classification in the presence of PVE have also
been made [23, 24]. This issue has implications in terms of
segmentation tasks, which need to be investigated, as to how
inclusive they ought to be of edge voxels.
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Figure 1.

0.984

0.988

0.983

0.967

0.983

0.982

0.976

0.967

Cereb. peduncles

0.890

0.954

0.997

0.997

Thalamus

0.947

0.966

0.959

0.868

Hippocampus

0.954

0.989

0.995

0.817

Frontal Cx

0.575

0.711

0.952

0.982

Post-cingul. Cx

0.865

0.848

0.822

0.772

IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we have proposed a comprehensive framework
to perform shape and texture analysis in parametric PET
imaging. The approach provides a complementary tool to
kinetic analysis, and has the potential to bring about a new
quantification paradigm, for parametric imaging studies
involving radiopharmaceutical hypothesized
to exhibit increased heterogeneity and/or shape changes with
disease. The framework has the potential for: (i) enhanced
discrimination, providing tools for additional analysis in
research, and (ii) for use in diagnosis, staging & treatment.
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